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THE EFFECT OF COMFRKSXEILZTY OH THE GROWTH

03’ THE ‘MMINm BOUNDARY LAYER ON

ss.nmARY

The develqment of the Mninar boundary layer in a ccznpressi–
Me flu.idis considered.. Fomnulas are ~iven for determining the
boundar~-layer thicknsss and the boundary-layar Reynolds number,
which is a measure of the boun~ilar~-layerstability, for airfoils
and bodies of revolution.

It is shown that low drag coefficients can be maintained to
considerably larger Reynolds numbers if these Repynoldsnumbers are
associated tith high Mach numbers rather than low Wch numbers.
The primary came of the increase in hound&y-layer stability with
increasing Mach number is viscos5Q chs~des resqulting from aer~
dynamic heating.

. _,.

. .

INTRODUCTION

Experiments with a iarge number of 2ow+rag airfoi1s have shown
that as long as the transition frornlaminar to’turbulent flow at tie

.,—-

surface occurs between the mintmum ~~essure position an~ the trailing
.-

edge of the airfoil, the low~ag characteristics of these airfoils
sre maintained, but that as the transition pbint moves forward of

-.

the minimmn preseure positian the drag coefficient increases more or
less markedly depending on tha airfoil ~ressure ~dstrib~tio~.”

—

It has been found that the boundary-layer Re~ynoldsnumber %,
based on the boundary--MJer thickness ami”the local Velocity
outside this layer, gives a fair measure of the stability of the
boundary layer and, in consequence, may-%e useihas a criterion for
determining the point at which transition to turbulent flow”tslces
place.
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As noted
value of Rx

. .

in reference 1, the best eetimates
available at nresent were ‘obtained
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of the critical
from flight tests

of an I’?ACA&215 airfoil ~%ction
the B-18 airplane. Designating

R~=

where V is the velocity outside

~hich was tested as a.glove on

V8 .
T“”
the houndar~ layer: 5. the

.

.—

distance from the surface of the airfoil to a“poi~t k &e boundary
layer where the velocity has reached 0.707 V; and v~ the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid, critical ‘valuesof R5 between 8000 and
~00.were observed in theseflight tests.

From von K&r&nts moinentumrelation (reference2, p. 107)it is
evident that, in an incoinpressitd.efluid, ii’ (1) the boundary layer
on a given,body is lamina> from the S-tion point to any given
yofnt on the body and (2) tfie%ou@ary-layer velocity profile is at
all points along the surface of the stie form when considered non-
dimensionally in terms of 5 and V; then”at the given point on
the surface, the boundary-layer
body Reynolds num%er R (based
speed) in the form

R~2
—=
R

Reynolds number R5 ““isrelated to the
m body dimensions and the stream

. .-

Constant

.

If the constant is kncywnfor any bo~-at the minimum pressure
point it ie possible to determine the 3ody Reynolds nuxiber,which is
the upper limit of the ramge of the lov-drag coefficfqnts, for a

L–

given value of R~crit . For nearly incompressible flow this constant— —
may be evaluated by the method of reference-1. In those applications
where the Mach number is not negligibly small, it is necessary to
extend this method to take account of the compressibility effects.
Such an extension of this method is the subJect of this paper. “

THEORY

The growth of the laminar boundary layer in a compressible
fluid may be conveniently studied by von K&mx$nls momentum methcxl.
To this end, consider first the steady-.atateflow across the faces
of an elemental paralleleyiped at the surface of a twc+dimensional
body shown in figure 1. Let h, which is.chosen so as to be .

independent of” S; be the distance from the surface of the body to
a Point in the boundary layerwhere the fluid shear has become
negligibly small.

.
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The several contributions to tho s compoqent of the change
in momentum across the parallelqiped will now be considered in
turn.

3 .- _
.——

‘!
The fluid entering the face noimal to s per unit width

iIItrOdUC~6the II103JIfXItUITI

‘“o

while that removed at the oppoaito face is

and hence the change fn this contribution to the momentum is

(1) :

No contribution occurs at the surface of’Vne airfoil but at the
psrallel face em amm.m.t ~ VV ds is removed. Contflnuityrequires
that

hence

.,h
&v=-d:

J
Qudy

o

and so this momentum contribution becomes

.T.B(+LL’PUQ)‘

.—

(2)

L.
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Since the flow is
change in the s
is g~ven by the

The forces
are the surface
surfaces normal
convention, fe
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considered to be constant with time, the total.
component of mo~ptum agr~ss the pzrallelapiyed

sum of equatf.ons(1) and {2).

acting on the parallelepipedsin the direction Of s
shear and th~ pressure difference between the
to s. The shear force, using the established sign

.

.

T (b (3)

and, if the boundary layer is thin, it has been shown (reference 2,
p. 83) that the pressure variation with y is.negligible, so that
the 2ressure force is

(4)

Now v is small tom-oaredto V. GO that Bernoulli’s equation for
a compressible flow which is cons”bt with respect.tg time may bs
written for the flow region outsi~e the frictional influence of

.-

the boundwy layer

d-p= W 2A (oV-@)-c+-=.; +.%%.- ..—.—
da

.
d~~ ds ‘ 2 da

Zt is convenient to rewrite thts as .

dp d (Pv~) +~~ dV
..

—=- + P# ~
as as de

._dw~)+vd(pv~)
‘3s as

Moreover, since both CT and V ue independent of’y, then, for
reasons which will be evident later, rewrite the last equation as

f

h h_
dpld Vd—=- -—
ds hds ~

OVv%y+ -— Jhds ~
@ dy .

.
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so that the eqression for the pressure force becomes,
.—

.. .
Finally, equating the change in the s component of momentum across
the
the
ble

parcllelepiped to the s directed forces on the jmrallelepiped
“momentum:’relation for the “twc4imensional flow of a compressi-
fluid (i.e., with varying density) is . .

d

f

h
T =— h (pv.’ - pu=)”dy-v~

f
(cq-’Pu) Q “(6)

as o o“

It has been obsenedin a nyniber”ofexperiments with conve%
tional low4rag and high critical compressibility speed airfoils
that the Blasiwt.ype yrofile is a good,approximation*O the actual
boundary-layer profile over the forward region of the airfoil where
the pressures are falling. An exemina~ion of the calculated
%oundary-layer -profilesfor a flat wlate at a nuui%erof Mach
numbers (reference 3) indicates that the form of the profile remains
close to the Blasius t~e for subsonic flows. As a consequence it
seems reasonable to assume, as is Lone in the analysis to follow,
that the boundary layer over the surface of conventimal lo~ag
and high critical speed airfoils will remain of the Blasiue type
throughout the subsonic speed range.

For adiabatic conditions, the local te~erature and density
outside the boun&J layer are, respectively;

and to “the order of M2 the local &ensity ie

(7)
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where *he subscript o denotes conditions in the
the subscript v denotee condition just outside
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free stream and
the boundary layer

at any point s along the airfoil, where the velocity is V;- M ‘is
the free-streem Mach nuuber, and y = C+vs the ratio of specific
heats,

Since thepresmre 3.stransmitted unchan~d throupjhthe boundary
layer, ft follows from the law of Boyle and Charles that the density
at any point y within the boundary layer is related to the local
temperature by

P=PV
()
5!
T

Further, it is shown in reference ~that for a flat @.ato the
temperature variation within the boundary layerj for the Prandtl
number equal ‘tounity, is given by

,(T=To+ Tu=o-

The Prandtl number is denoted by

‘o)[’451

wherein,

u the

CP
the

and

k the

For air,
tion Pr

(8)

k

for the fluid’, “

absolute visoosity coefficient

specific heat at constant pressure

thermal conductivity

the Prendtl nmiber is less than unity (at standard condi-
for air is 0.733) but it *S not:expected t~at the fow of

.

.

.

“

the temperature &riation as given in reference 3 will, for air, be
seriously in error. For-the airfoil it seems correct then to assure
the temperature variation to be of the same form

“
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T
,[ (#j=TV+Z’TU=O -TV) l--( (9)

Moreover, the results of tests with a circular cylinder (reference 4)
have indica+~d that the surface temperature may be given with
reasonable accuracy by

T [“ ( )1Y–l@ (A’) + 2 %
U-4 =1+—

2 0
(10)

Finally, from the relations of eqv’.tions(7), (8), (9), and (10), to
the order ~, it may be found that

P
M2 ~ a_

=po{rl-F [( )
y KmVl} (ii)

1.+ (7-1) (Prd)
L ‘~.

The surface unit shear is given by

Experim&t has shown that w v&ies as the absolute temperatur~

to the 0.76 power and from equations (7) ad (10) to the ord9r of M?

TU=o _

{
1

[(
.$ (7-1) $

To o

and so, to the present ord& of approximation

(12)

‘= .O(*)=O p@ ‘:-”&K;)’(’-=y’]}“3’ — —

Using the density relationa of equations (7) and (12.),the
value of T given by equation (13), and assuming the Blasius
variation of u/V with y/h in Ge momentum equation (6), it was
foundthat,to the order of ~, the boundary-layer thickness 5

is givenby
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p’ (:) 8*L7d(s/c)-O.k4fi JS’’C(W”’’’’C“4)
where —. .

c chord of the airfoil

V. the kinenmtic viscosity in the free stream

v~ the velocity outsidethe boundary layer at the chordwise station,
sl\c for which the boundary layer is 3eing Coquted—. —

5 the boundary-layer thickness, whichj.s considered in this analysis
to be the distance from the surface of the airfoil to a point
in the bm.m.darylayer where the ratio of the~local velocity
to the velocity outside th: boundary layer ie 0.707

To employ R~ as a criterion .fordetermining the stability of
the laminar boumiary layer, account must be taken of the fact that
because of aerodynamic heating, the kinematic viscosity varies
throu@out the boundary layer. The value of V used in calculati~”
the boundary-layer Reynolds number shoul&be that characteristic of

.

the point in the boundary layer at which instability initiates. Tho
theoretical analysis does not indicate the locationof this point,
but experiment indicates (as will le discussed later), that insta-

. —

liktty initiates near the inside of the boundary layer. The kine-
matic viscosity is given by

vU=o
‘6]=0 F “o[~;”’”=

Po —
Po

(15)

but equaticm (8) applies through the %oun@ry layer so

v V()
U=o = —-

00

&j”7’(#y”
()
Ov -T

--- .-

0’c1

(16)
.—

.
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and using the relations of equations (~) end,(10)

If

For moderate Wch numbers equation (19) may %0 approximated bY

- ‘“44VS’”-(D””’’d’s’c)1
(20) ““

.
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For the compressible fluid boundary layer of a
tton, the momentum relatilonmay be found to be

,

body of revolu.-

\

and under the
variation and

previous assumptions as totaigerature.and density
the shaye of the boundary-layer velocity profile, it

may be shown that W the order of W

t%= 2J2(~)’”’’(#L)’[z’{,+ lqo,(n(yi)’+}

and

,,

F.=(a’ct’)’”’’[’”’{’+’[o”’’w-o””] 1

where

rl radius of the body at S1

r radius of the body at 8 where the velocity is V

*–

4

.

.
L len@h of the body
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—
ad. the remainin& sy3i”DolEIam as ~..’eviouslydesignated. . ,

To apply the equations, the velocity distikibutionat the Mech
number M must he ascertained. When th~ experimental preksure
coefficient P distribution iS WOW a~ the de~ire~ ~.~ch npbey.,

the distribution of V,~o may-be found using Bernoullirs equation
fci- a compress~~le fluid. ror air ‘tls equation is

.—

/’ ~“: 1 +1-[ 1+0.7025 &~0”2sSs
i—’=
\vo/ c.2025 MS

Values obtained from this equatfon sr~ given in tehle I.

For twtiimensio~l flbw~ where the preseyre coefficibat
distribution is known for M = O. that for the desired Wch rnmiber
may be calculated using

P=

the von Kn-Tsien equation (reference5)
.

—.
*’1-412+ w P&o

2 (1 +Jzil=)

Values obtained from this,equation are given in

DISCUSSION PX> CONCiiUSIONS

table Il.

,

(25)

..

An investigation of the boundary-layer thicknees a% a point
55 Percent of’the chord behind “Lheleading edge on the upper mri?ace
of an TWCA 66, 2-@@ airfoil at several Mach numbers was conducted
in the 16-foot wind tunnel at the -&nasAeror&utical Laboratory. ‘

—

Using the measured pressure diatributlons at the same Mach numbgrs,
the boundary-layer -!dIicknesswas-calculated by-”eqtition(14]whtch
considem. effects of compres”sib:lityand aerodynamic heating, and
by the corresponding equation of “reference1 which neglects these
effects. The calculated variation of boundary-layer tlitcknesswith
Mach number as determined from thase equations and the several
experimentally meamred values are showznon figura 2, That’the
theoretical variation of b is valid is indicated by the close



agreement betweenthe calculc.imd%nlues obtainai frau equation (14)
and the experimental results.

AU noted previously, fn order that R5 nay be used as a crit-
erion fop the stability of the boun~y layer, it is essential to
detemine where, within,the boundary layer, transitj.onto turbulent
flow initiates. Xn experimen@l investigationswith flat @tee
(reference 6), it was found that slow fluctuaticms of flow occur
within the boundary layer though they are not apparent near the
outsido of the layer. Jones (ref@rence7] obtained experhentd
results substantiating these data and suggested that the phencmena
of Wan.dtion to turbulent flow nay be the direct result of inte&-
tittent instability due to transient separation of the flow from
the surface. If this is true} then trans~.tionmust initiate near
the Inside of the boundary layer.

The experiuentd data available show&g the effects of com-
..

pressibili.tyand aerodynamic heating ind~oate that transition does
arise near the surface. These tit awereobtained with four I?,~CA274?12
aiz$oil models &f d~ffereiltchbrds By meas&ing the m%lmum Reynolds
nun.herfor which low drag was nr.intained. I%was found that the
values of this critfoal Reynolds number.for,the smolder chordairfoils,
which required higher Mach numbers than the larger chord airfoils to
reach a given Reynolds number,”were much higl%r than those for the
larger chord airfoils. The variation of critical Reynolds n@erwi~ .
Mach number ccmputed from equation (19) and experimental measurements
for the NACA 27--Ql2airfoils are shownin fl~e 3. It is seen that
when the boundary-yer Reynolds number is based on the inside vis-
cosity and the low Maoh.number experimental points me fitted to the

@

theoretical curve, the calculated effect of oonpressibility is in
agreement with experiment. In this connection, a calculation was
mado to detemine the ratio R*E* .0 using tie ViScosi*Y co~*

%spending to conditions outside the oundary. The calculation pre-
dicted a decreasing value of R*/WM=O withbch n~er, which is
contrary to the observed fact.

Recently an experimental investigationwas made of the effect
of heating the surface of a low-drag airfofl by heating elements
placedwithln the wing. It was found, when heat wcs so applied as
to waintiin the entire ”surfa.ceof the airi”ollover which the l.minar
flow occumed at a constant tempemture increment abo~e the tempera-
ture of the
so that the
temperature
vicinity of

ambient stream, that the boundary layer was destabilized
critical Reynolds numberwas decreased.With the same
incrementbut with only the surface in the immediate
the transition region heated, the destabilizing effect
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on the boundary layer was ev& &or& &rked. These results, in -
contrast to the reeults of the experiments with the NACA 27-212
airfoils previously alluded to, would indicate”thatviscosity con-
siderations alone are not 4ufficient to explain the effect of heat
on the stability of’the boundary layer unless, as inthe cases of
aerodynamic heating and go heating, the temperature gradient in the
boundary layer at the”su&tacb’i8 zero.~ In the heatedairfoil lnve~
tigation, heating only the leading-edge section was expected,to
produce ~,temperature variation in the boundary layer at transition
similar to that obtaimd tn aerodyzc heating. This wtisatte?upbd
but the heat so transferrwi was insufficient to materially influence
the temperature variation.over and above that occurring naturelly
at the Mach numbers of the tests so that no further conclusions could
be drawn. .“

An exact so~ution of tha toundary-1.ayerm~ntum equation can
be obtained for compre’ssiileflow over & l?lat.plate. In figure 4,
the e~c~ theoretical variation of the flat-plate critical Reynold6
number is compared with values obtaiqed from equtions (19) -d (20).
It is seen frmn this figuiw that, et-enat’supersonic Mach numbers,
equation (19) is in good agreement with the exact solution. con-
siderable caution should be used in applying the analysis of the
present report at such largb Mach numbers. ~ The boundary-layer
thickness computed bj eq~tion (1~) shodd be reasonably accurate
even at somewhat supersonic Mach numbers; but there is only scant
eqorimental basis for the assuinptionthat the sam value of ~
determines the limit of stability of the lsminar boundary layer at
sonic velocities and at low speeds. In consequence, it is corb-
sidered that the equations for stability developed in this report
should only be used over the ‘rangeof Mach n~bers for which
equations (19) and (20)are essentially in agreement.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Moffett Field, Calif.
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